
Steprac Carpets 
 
Carpet    £14 per m

2

 

Underlay   £4 per m
2

 

Gripper Rods £2 per m 

Fitting   £25 

Delivery   Free 

10% discount for  

pensioners 

Mrs Reynolds is a pensioner who loves a bargain. She watches  
Bargain Hunt everyday on BBC1 and loves watching 
people saving lots of money. With this in mind Mrs 
Reynolds is in town to buy a new carpet but obviously 
she’s looking for a bit of a bargain. 

There are 4 carpet shops in the town of Evertonville 
and each has a different offer for their customers. Mrs Reynolds 
knows which carpet she wants but wants to find 
out which shop will give her the best bargain. To do 
this she visits each of the 4 shops to get a quote.  

Below are the quotes she was given by each carpet shop. 

Rugs’R’Us 
Carpet  £19 per m

2

 for the 

   first 25 square  

   metres then £8  

   per m
2

 

Underlay   Free 

Gripper Rods £1.50 per m 

Fitting   £50 

Delivery   Free 

Khan’s Karpets 
 

Carpet    £18 per m
2

 

Underlay   Free 

Gripper Rods Free 

Fitting   Free 

Delivery   £15 

The name you khan rely on 

Pete Car Carpets 

 
Carpet   £13.50 per m

2

 

Underlay  £3.50 per m
2

 

Gripper Rods Free 

Fitting  £30 if room  

   bigger than 30m
2

 

Delivery   Free 

We put the care in carpet ! 



Mrs Reynolds has  a plan of her room and now needs to work 
out how much a carpet will cost from each. Unfortunately 

she is not as good at Maths as she used to be. 
 

Your task is to find out which shop is offering the best 
bargain by calculating the cost from each shop using 
the quotes provided by each shop and the plan  Mrs 
Reynolds has made of her room. You will need to show 
all your working out in calculating the price of the car-
pet from each shop.  

Scale: 2cm = 1 metre 


